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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JULY 15, 2021 

Horus Vision Reticles named the Official Reticles of the 2021 and 2022 Precision Rifle Series  

Jackson, TN. – Precision Rifle Series (PRS) LLC., the preeminent precision rifle organization in the world, dedicated to 

the promotion and growth of the sport of competitive precision rifle shooting, is thrilled to announce Horus Vision 

Reticles as the Official Reticles of the Precision Rifle Series.  

Horus Vision has been offering shooters innovative targeting solutions for over two decades. Widely used within 

Shooting Sports, Horus Reticles can be found in many popular riflescope brands to include Burris, Bushnell, EOTech, 

Kahles, Leupold, Nightforce, Schmidt & Bender, Steiner, Tangent Theta, U.S. Optics, and Vortex, as well as their own 

HoVR Optics line. Also, in every optic within United States Special Operations Commands (USSOCOM), across the US 

DOD, and used by over 30 militaries worldwide, Horus Reticles are truly the go to reticle for the world’s most elite 

marksmen. The patented reticle designs allow shooters to quickly and easily estimate range and compensate for wind 

and drop, resulting in faster and more accurate shots.  

The introduction of the TREMOR5™ Competition Optimized Riflescope Reticle offers the perfect solution for 

competition shooters, providing a clearer field of view while maintaining the Horus Grid, Range Estimation Chevrons 

and Time of Flight Wind Dots for faster, more accurate target engagement. Additionally, the new Horus HoVR 5-20x50 

Riflescope offers shooters an introductory priced optic perfect for the PRS Production Division.  

“We are incredibly excited to become the Official Reticle of PRS. Horus Reticles have a rich history within precision 

shooting and partnering with PRS is a great opportunity for us to continue supporting the growth of the sport.”, said 

Marketing Manager Alexander Crown.  

 

About Horus Vision: 

Horus Vision is an industry-leading innovator of targeting solutions. The groundbreaking Horus reticles are used by the 

most elite marksmen around the globe. Combined with their patented ballistics technologies and revolutionary 

precision shooting products, marksmen of all disciplines are enabled to engage targets more rapidly and accurately and 

with reduced correction time between shots. The reticle patterns and ballistics technologies are offered to the rest of 

the industry through licensing programs, providing broad access to these innovative technologies.   

In 2016, Horus Vision was purchased by the Ray Dennis Group of Companies which also encompasses Lightforce 

Performance Lighting, Ace Precision Rifle Systems, and Nightforce Optics.  

 

To learn more about Horus Vision please visit www.horusvision.com 
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